# Sociology Course Offerings 2017-2018

Tentative - Subject to Change

## FALL 2017

### Lower-Division Courses
- 1 Introduction to Sociology  
  McNamara
- 15 World Society (CC)  
  McKay
- 3A The Evaluation of Evidence  
  London

### Lower-Division GISES/Everett Program Course
- 30A Intro to GISES (PE-T)  
  Benner

### Upper-Division Core Course
- 105A Classical Social Theory  
  Murray

### Upper-Division Electives
- 111 Family and Society  
  Martyna
- 121 Sociology of Health and Medicine  
  Reardon
- 127P Sociology of Drugs, Botanicals & Pharmas.  
  Doucet-Battle
- 128M Int'l. Law & Global Justice/LGST 128M  
  Fukurai
- 152 Body and Society  
  McCullen
- 153 Sociology of Emotions  
  Martyna
- 179 Nature, Poverty & Progress  
  Crow
- 185 Environmental Inequality (PE-E)  
  Dillon

### Graduate Courses
- 201 Making of Classical Theory  
  Greenberg
- 203 Sociological Methods  
  Terriquez
- 205 Field Research Methods  
  Doucet-Battle
- 220 Global Transformation  
  Crow

## WINTER 2018

### Lower-Division Courses
- 10 Issues and Problems in American Society  
  Reardon
- 3B Statistical Methods (SR)  
  Terriquez

### Lower-Division GISES/Everett Program Course
- 30B Designing ICT Projects for Social Enterprise  
  Benner

### Upper-Division Core Courses
- 105A Classical Social Theory  
  McNamara
- 105B Contemporary Social Theory  
  Dillon

### Upper-Division Electives
- 128I Race and Law / LGST 128I  
  Fukurai
- 132 Sociology of Science and Technology  
  Doucet-Battle
- 136 Social Psychology (PE-H)  
  Martyna
- 142 Language and Social Interaction  
  Martyna
- 145 Sociology of Masculinities  
  McCullen
- 148 Educational Inequality  
  London
- 167 Development and Underdevelopment  
  Crow
- 178 Sociology of Social Problems  
  McDrew

### Graduate Courses
- 202 Contemporary Sociological Theory  
  Dillon
- 204 Methods of Quantitative Analysis  
  Fukurai
- 208 Writing Practicum  
  Gray
- 229 Work and Labor Markets in the New Economy  
  McKay

## SPRING 2018

### Lower-Division Course
- 1 Introduction to Sociology  
  McCullen

### Lower-Division GISES/Everett Program Course
- 30C Project Implementation & Grant Writing (3 units)  
  Benner

### Upper-Division Core Course
- 105B Contemporary Social Theory  
  Dillon

### Upper-Division Comprehensive Course
- 196A Capstone: The Sociologist as a Public Intellectual  
  Greenberg

### Upper-Division Electives
- 126 Sex & Sexuality as Social Practice & Representation  
  McNamara
- 134 TV and the Nation  
  Gray
- 139T-01 Community-Engaged Research Practicum  
  McKay
- 139T-02 Community-Engaged Research Practicum  
  Terriquez
- 150 Sociology of Death & Dying  
  Martyna
- 168 Social Justice  
  Martyna
- 173X Water and Sanitation Justice (Online, PE-E)  
  Crow
- Additional Electives TBD

### Graduate Courses
- 209 Analysis of Cultural Forms  
  Bettie
- 240 Identity and Inequality  
  Fukurai
- 268 Science & Justice: Experiments in Collaboration  
  Lyons